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CSFL 2016 - CERN Summer Futsal League 2016

NO MODIFICATIONS TO THIS TWIKI ARE ALLOWED EXCEPT BY AUTHORIZED CFC MEMBERS: ALL VIOLATIONS ARE SUBMITTED TO 30CHF PENALTY FEES.

CALENDAR and STANDINGS


GENERAL RULES

CERN FUTSAL LAWS OF THE GAME

Please have a quick look (AT LEAST!) at the short version (1 page) before refereeing matches. If you have any question, please ask.


TOURNAMENT ORGANIZATION

- There will be two groups: Group A of 6 teams and Group B of 6 teams.
- The teams within the same group will play against the others twice.
- There will be a final phase made by Quarter Finals, Semifinals and Finals (Final Eight)
- Team ranking is compiled considering the following order:
  - Highest Points
  - Winner of the head-to-head match
  - Better Goals Difference
  - Better Goals Scored
  - Total of goals against
  - Fair Play

if 2 or more teams will be still equal, a random choice will be done.

- Points for group matches are assigned as follows:
  - 3 for victory;
  - 1 for draw;
  - 0 for loss;
  - -1 for missing referee (40 CHF penalty fee);
  - -3 for forfait (70 CHF penalty fee) - Unless the team does give a early notice (the day before)
  - -3 for missing bag (50 CHF penalty fee);

Futsal Bag

The captain of the HOME team of the FIRST match of the day is responsible of:

1. Collecting the futsal bag from the barracks.
2. Checking that all futsal stuff is there. If something is missing, the captain must immediately inform the CERN Futsal Committee.

The captain of the HOME team of the LAST match of the day is responsible of:
1. Collecting the futsal bag and all other stuff (balls, yellow/orange t-shirts, stopwatch, etc...) at the end of the matches.
2. Checking that everything is there. If something is missing, captain must immediately inform the CERN Futsal Committee.
3. Bringing the bag back to the barracks.
Taking care of the gym
**VERY IMPORTANT**

- Please, **USE NO MARKING SHOES**: it will up to captains to remember it and to check his team members compliance. Penalty fees can be applied in case cleaning the floor for those marks will be required by the gym. So be clever.

- **Wear futsal shoes only after entering the building** (in order to keep them clean) - people entering the gym already wearing the futsal shoes will be refused the access by the guardian! So please take this seriously!

- The last teams playing must make sure that the goals are back in their place (in Peron), lights are off and the gym closed.
Specific rules for Peron (100 chf + 3 penalty points fine in case of task missed to both teams involved)

1. Before the game - make sure people after entering the gym pass through the corridor behind the changing rooms, put the futsal shoes on in the changing rooms, and only then enter the pitch side; it is forbidden to enter the pitch side wearing the outside shoes - check that only the necessary lights are on; turn off the rest by switching off the fuses in the small room next to the entrance.

2. After the game, in all cases - put the goal on the climbing wall side into the fenced box - make sure no stuff is left behind around the pitch and in the changing rooms (clothes, bottles).

3. If the guardian is absent - check that no emergency exits are open, especially the ones next to the climbing wall - turn off all the electric fuses in the small room next to the entrance - turn off the light that lights up the entrance - there is a switch next to the door - lock the gym entrance (check both doors) - lock the gate in the outside fence.

Timing and others

- Each match will be divided in 2 half periods of 20 minutes each with 2 minutes of break.
- EACH TEAM should be there 15 minutes BEFORE the starting time.
- Teams involved in the first match of the day, please, do not enter the pitch before as due: we are not allowed to use the gym before as agreed. However you can be there 15 minutes before: use this time to get ready wearing the appropriate clothes!
- ALL matches will end AS SCHEDULED with NO EXCEPTION. There is NO POSSIBILITY to use "just few minutes" of the following slot. If you are going to start later, then you are going to play less. So don't be late at all in order to respect all other football players that have to play in the following slot. I know that it's quite strict BUT we scheduled this calendar to give to lots of people the possibility to play.

Refereeing

1. Each team is called to provide referees (see Calendar).
2. Each match shall be refereed by one field referee and one assistant referee.
3. The referees must send the final result to the Futsal Committee and a short report if something special happened.
4. For any missed or delayed notification (Within 24 H of the match), a penalty fee of 20 chf will be applied to BOTH refereeing teams.
5. Missing Referee: The team that does not provide a referee gets a penalty fee of 40 chf and -1 point.

Late Arrival

1. If one team will arrive later than 10 minutes with respect to the starting time of the match (such that there are not enough players to play, which means less than 3 (2 or 1 or 0)), the second team CAN ask to win the match 3-0: it means that it will be up to the second team to decide to play or not accepting the final result. In any case (both the match is played or not) -3 Fairplay points AND -40 CHF will be detracted to the first team.
2. If one team will arrive later than 5 minutes with respect to the starting time of the match (such that there are not enough players to play, which means less than 3 (2 or 1 or 0)), -1 Fairplay point CAN be detracted to this team: it belongs to the referees deciding to apply this penalty or not.

Missed Matches
Minimum 3 players per team are required to play a match. If one team doesn't bring the minimum number of players on the pitch, the facing team will win automatically the match 3-0. -3 Fairplay points AND -50 CHF will be detracted my the losing team if they showed up with not enough players to play.

- In case of some missed matches cannot find a place to be played elsewhere, those teams will receive 0 points.

Schedule changes

- To change the schedule of one match a team has to send a request to the opponent team AND the Futsal Committee latest 48h before the match.

Spectators

Friendly spectators are very welcome. Any kind of alcoholic drinks are strictly forbidden inside the pavilion! All the players participating in the tournament must assure that any of its friends that are attending the games will not violate this rule. If this case happens the involved team will be automatically excluded of the tournament and will also lose the whole deposit.

Personal responsibility

Each player should be aware that they are personally responsible for:

- Health insurance, in case of any injuries.
- Damages to property or material at the pavilions where the tournament will take place, whether involuntary or not.

Gyms

- CERN Futsal gyms

BACK TO:

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/SocialActivities/FootballClub

-- SaschaDungs - 2019-08-15